
AP BIOLOGY  
 
WELCOME TO AP BIOLOGY! I hope you are looking forward to an 
exciting year. Since this is a college level course, it will be fast 
paced and challenging.  Envision yourself reading, pushing 
yourself to excel, investigating biology through experimentation, 
pondering biological questions, asking “why,” and needing to research to find answers.  I 
know each of you are capable of achieving great things but you must be willing to work 
hard and be collaborative with your classmates. We will have class everyday and class time 
is devoted to discussions, activities and labs that require application and analytical skills. This 
means you must complete chapter reading and guided notes from your book outside of 
class.   
 
Since the homework is designed to gain foundational knowledge that will be applied starting 
the first day of school, choosing the option to do the assignment late will not be beneficial. 
Summer work this year is meant to get learning and practicing the skills of experimental 
design. 
 
This is such an exciting time to be studying the biological sciences. As new techniques in 
fields such as genomics and proteomics are being developed, the amount of scientific 
knowledge being uncovered is exploding. What will 2020-2021 bring? Finding a microbe that 
holds the key to future energy production? Developing the ability to regrow our own body 
parts? Finding a vaccine for coronavirus? Who knows? Enjoy your summer and I’ll see you in 
August. Please feel free to contact me anytime if you have questions about your experiment 
throughout the summer. Please make sure to check Google classroom, especially in the 
weeks leading up to school for resources and first day announcements. 
 

Mrs. Lyons 
hlyons@rsu16.org 
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SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS 

Assignment   Due Date 

1  Join Google Classroom   June 8 

2  Introduction Letter   June 8 

3  Design Your Own Lab  August 31 
 
Assignment #1 Join Google Classroom  DUE DATE: JUNE  8, 2020 

 Join AP Biology 2019-2020 Google Classroom (Class Code: please e-mail hlyons@rsu16.org 
for code) 

 Join Mastering Biology Class & Access to E-text (optional) 
 

Assignment #2 Introduction Letter DUE DATE: JUNE 8, 2020 

Purpose: In order for me to prepare lessons and activities over the summer that will meet your 
needs and interests as a student, I need to learn about you before the school year begins. 
First, I would like to know a little about who you are, so your first assignment is to send me an 
email. Yup…that’s it! I will reply so you have an electronic record that your assignment was 
received. Please email me at hlyons@rsu16.org.  
 
Here is what to include in your email:  
Subject Line: AP Biology 20-21, Your Name  
 
Body: Your full name (& nickname that you go by if you have one) & everything I need to 
know about you!   

 Who was your last science teacher? What class? If you took more than one science class 
last year, list them all.   

 What math classes have you completed in high school?   
 What do you like to do (hobbies, sports, movies, music, interests, etc.)?   
 Do you have a job? Is it only for the summer or do you work during the school year? If you 

work during the school year, how many hours a week do you work?   
 Tell me a little about your family. (Mom? Dad? Guardian? Siblings? Pets?)   
 In terms of character, what are your strengths?   
 What are your strengths and weaknesses as a student?   
 Describe what studying looks like for you (location, time, techniques/strategies used).   
 Tell me something about yourself that you are proud of.   
 Who do you look up to in your life and why do you admire them?   
 What are you looking forward to the most in AP Biology?   
 What are you most anxious about in AP Biology?   
 What are your plans for the future/next year/after graduation/ ultimate career goal?   
 Why are you taking AP Biology?  
 What do you hope to accomplish/gain?  
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 What do you think your summer research question will be? Do you think you will need any 

supplies? 
 
Don’t worry! There are no right or wrong answers…be honest so that I can figure out the best 
way to help you next year!  Please keep in mind you are emailing your teacher, not texting 
your friend, so remember to use complete words and sentences, proper punctuation, use a 
proper salutation and closing, and spell check before sending. How you will be assessed on 
this assignment:  Check off all of the above boxes to receive full HOW credit for this 
assignment. 
 
Assignment #3 Research Experiment DUE DATE: AUGUST 30th 
Resources for this assignment are available in Google Classroom: Summer Work 
 

Step 1 Research Question 
 Propose a research question: What do you want to find out? Write a statement that 

describes what you want to do. It should be as specific as possible. You should perform 
some basic research. Often, scientists read relevant information pertaining to their 
experiment beforehand. The purpose/problem will most likely be stated as a question 
such as: "What are the effects of______ on________?”  

 
Step 2 Defining Variables 

 Identify independent variable (IV)  (also called the manipulated variable or cause) 
— the variable that is changed on purpose for the experiment; you may have 
several levels of your independent variable.  

 Identify dependent variable (DV) (also called the responding variable or effect) — 
The variable that acts in response to or because of the manipulation of the 
independent variable.  

 Identify constants: All factors in the experiment that are not allowed to change 
throughout the entire experiment. Controlling constants is very important to assure 
that the results are due only to the changes in the independent variable; everything 
(except the independent variable) must be constant in order to provide accurate 
results.  

 Identify controls group (if necessary):For some experiments, a control (standard of 
comparison for checking or verifying the results of an experiment) is necessary. All 
variables must be held constant in the control group.  

 Identify treatment group: The group(s) being tested with the independent variable; 
each experimental group has only one factor different from each other, everything 
else must remain constant.  

 Identify number of repeated trials:  The number of times that the experiment is 
repeated. The more times you repeat the experiment, the more valid your results will 
be.  

 



 
Step 3  

 Make a hypothesis/prediction: A hypothesis is an inferring statement that can be 
tested. The hypothesis describes how you think the independent variable will 
respond to the dependent variable. It is written prior to the experiment...never 
change your hypothesis. This should be written as an If...then statement. “If this is 
done then this will happen.” Never use "I" in your hypothesis (i.e. I believe that...) The 
more specific your hypothesis is the better. Support your hypothesis or prediction 
with scientific reasoning. 

Step 4 
 Design experimental procedure (take photos): This should be a numbered list of 
steps (your methods that you used/followed. It must be written in a way that 
someone can easily replicate your experiment. You should perform some research 
for the best techniques to measure or collect your data. 

 
Step 5 Results & Data 

 Collect and Record Data (take photos): The results of the experiment will usually be 
compiled into a table/chart for easy interpretation. I expect that you will collect 
some quantitative data in a clearly labeled table.  

 Analyze Data: At the end of your experiment you should make necessary 
calculations, like calculating the mean or standard error, then you should make a 
graph using either google sheets or excel. Choose the type of graph that makes the 
most sense for the type of data you collected. Write a paragraph to describe the 
trends in your data. 

Step 6 Conclusion 
 Form Conclusions: Briefly summarize what you found 

 
Step 7 Communicate Results 

 Make Research Poster: Use template in Google Classroom, be prepared to present 
your experiment at the start of school in the fall. 

Step 8 Citations 
 All sources used for research must be cited using APA format 

 
Check off all of the above boxes to receive full HOW credit for this assignment. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 


